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Growth in the South Pacific tourism industry along with rising demand 
for mineral resources has led to increasing numbers of multinational 
corporations operating across the Pacific, particularly in the tourism 
and mining sectors. Multinational hotels and large-scale mining activi-
ties are now frequently located near communities with high development 
demands, and extractive industries are additionally found in very remote 
and rural locations. Both hotels and mines rely on local communities for 
access to resources and have an impact on the well-being of these com-
munities through their presence and activities. In contexts where develop-
ment needs are high, and where governments may fail to provide services, 
corporations face increasing demands for both philanthropic contribu-
tions and long-term service provision (Hughes and Scheyvens 2016). Thus 
many businesses now realize that it is in their own interests to look after 
their host communities, both because this enhances their reputation as an 
ethical business (Epler Wood and Leray 2005) and because it can decrease 
the risk of disruption to business operations caused by local communities 
(Kapelus 2002; Eweje 2007; Kalisch 2002).
In addition, companies operating in the Pacific usually have formal obli-
gations to the landowning communities whose land they lease for resource 
extraction, tourism, or other purposes. This obligation is significant in 
relation to discussions of well-being as, typically, local communities do 
not view their land within the narrow frame of an economic “resource.” 
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Rather, they see their land as “connected with their long-term interests . . .
beyond the life of the development, and such interests will typically 
encompass social, cultural and environmental dimensions—such as pro-
viding a connection with ancestors and a place to sustain future genera-
tions—in addition to economic interests” (Banks and others 2016, 251). 
The nature of Corporate Community Development and development-ori-
ented Corporate Social Responsibility (csr) activities in the mining and 
tourism industries has been discussed in detail elsewhere.1 It is clear that 
through their development activities corporations have the potential to 
significantly affect both the development of a region and the well-being of 
communities in the vicinity of their operations. 
Using separate case studies of mining communities in Papua New Guinea 
and tourism communities in Fiji, we show how indigenous understandings 
of development and well-being in these communities have increasingly 
become connected to the presence and dynamics of international capital. 
Although many landowners and nonlandowners in each location welcome 
the potential benefits generated by the presence of international compa-
nies, a divide remains between the practice of corporate-led development 
and the local development values that ultimately limits these benefits. This 
article explores the nature of the connections between well-being, devel-
opment, and international capital and the implications for private sec-
tor–led development in these communities. It first situates the study in the 
context of the literature on well-being and development before outlining 
conceptions of well-being that exist in the case-study areas. These ideas 
are then examined in the context of the presence of international capital, 
allowing for reflection on the ways in which communities’ perceptions of 
well-being intersect with private-sector development intervention.
Well-Being and Development 
Understanding how well-being or a good life is locally realized is central 
to advancing the idea of meaningful development. Not only does it create 
a discursive space for questioning the extent of actions undertaken under 
the name of “development” (White 2014) but exploring local understand-
ings of well-being also has the potential to reveal inconsistencies between 
development initiatives and well-being outcomes, and to make more 
apparent the connections and disconnections between those involved with 
promoting “development” and those impacted by it (Copestake 2008). 
Yet it is only since the 1990s that the notion of “human well-being” has 
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gained traction in mainstream development discourse in relation to the 
Global South. In particular, the 1990 United Nations Development Pro-
gramme’s Human Development Report acknowledged the significance 
of human well-being for development, resulting in increased attention 
to human well-being as a part of development (undp 1990). This has 
been signaled as the “wellbeing turn” in development discourse (Deneulin 
2014, 39). By 2011, the United Nations had also recognized the “pursuit 
of happiness” as a fundamental human goal and one that, in addition 
to well-being, sustainable development, and poverty eradication, should 
be promoted through more inclusive and equitable forms of economic 
growth (unga 2011).
Although “well-being” may mean different things to different people, 
in practice understandings of well-being typically encompass dimensions 
of happiness (in varying forms), while at the same time including other 
factors that are more holistic and that are broadly understood to con-
tribute to the makings of a good life (Gough, McGregor, and Camfield 
2007). Acknowledging the broader dimensions of well-being is necessary 
because, as advocated by Edward F Fischer, it is important to “take seri-
ously not only material conditions but also people’s desires, aspirations, 
and imaginations—the hopes, fears, and other subjective factors that drive 
their engagement with the world” (2014, 5). The objective elements of 
well-being are those material, verifiable, and measurable factors (White 
2016) that sit alongside the intangible, spiritual, psychological, politi-
cal, sociocultural, and other subjective elements of well-being connected 
to one’s feelings, values, and judgments (Chambers 1997; Gasper 2007; 
White 2016). The relationship between these dimensions, however, can be 
complex. For example, Ian Gough, Allister McGregor, and Laura Cam-
field stressed that well-being is dynamic and continually shifting as a result 
of the relational interplay between political, economic, cultural, and social 
aspects of human experience (2007, 5).
While in Western culture the process of attaining well-being is often 
individualized, other cultural and indigenous philosophies commonly 
under stand well-being to be a collective, communal, and relational notion 
(White 2009, 8). An appreciation of how well-being experiences and prac-
tices manifest at the local level can thus help advance understanding of 
the construct (Jiménez 2008). In particular, understanding the influence 
of place is essential to appreciating well-being because “place” provides a 
form and expression for well-being (Atkinson, Fuller, and Painter 2012, 
3). Place, of course, includes not only space but also the social and cultural 
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values and the social institutions and processes that exist in any place at 
a particular point of time (McGregor 2007). Recognizing that large mul-
tinational corporations influence what it means to lead a good life in host 
communities is therefore central to the consideration of well-being in loca-
tions such as those reported here: tourism-impacted communities in Fiji 
and mine-impacted communities in Papua New Guinea.
Notions of Well-Being in the Pacific
Although there is much existing literature on well-being in many locations 
around the world, and particularly on the concept of buen vivir or “liv-
ing well” and its relationship to development in Latin America (Radcliffe 
2012, 241), there is no single comparable concept in the Pacific Islands. 
This should not be surprising, given the ethnic and linguistic diversity of 
the Pacific region, which, according to Elise Huffer and Ropate Qalo, 
is “one of the most culturally diverse per capita in the world” (2004, 
90). However, several Pacific Island concepts describing well-being share 
similar attributes, including the Kwara‘ae philosophy of “the good life” 
known as gwaumauri‘anga in Solomon Islands (Gegeo 1998); sautu and 
bula taucoko in Fiji (Nabobo-Baba 2006, 2015; Meo-Sewabu 2015); and 
gutpela sindaun in Papua New Guinea (Cox 2006). Each emphasizes a 
holistic notion of well-being with indigenous knowledge at its founda-
tion. Together these concepts of well-being encompass shared ideas about 
fulfilling communal obligations, prioritizing collective well-being, and 
practicing reciprocity—all sustained by local knowledge. Well-being is 
fulfilled through meeting spiritual, psychological, and physical needs and 
is underpinned by cultural values such as kin love and kindness, sharing 
and hospitality, and honesty and humility. The well-being of the indi-
vidual is often considered inseparable from maintaining healthy relation-
ships and responding to the needs of others. At the same time, discourses 
of collective well-being in the Pacific include notions of independence, 
self-sufficiency, and “being able to meet all of one’s needs (economic, 
spiritual, psychological, and so on)” (Gegeo 1998, 307). Other compara-
ble concepts can be found elsewhere, for example, linking well-being with 
harmony and aesthetic values (Mila-Schaaf and Hudson 2009) and with 
environmental factors and the health of natural resources (McGregor and 
others 2003).
Huffer and Qalo argued that shared Pacific philosophies allow a com-
parison between concepts and beliefs in the region: “Because Pacific phi-
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losophies are based on relationships and interconnectedness, fundamen-
tal concepts cover a whole range of areas of life, beliefs, and ways of 
doing and being” (2004, 103). These incorporate related ideas of inter-
dependence and of prioritizing the common good. For example, the con-
cept that practices centered on the good of society are important in order 
to generate collective well-being is an idea integral to the understanding 
of different Oceanic terms for wisdom: poto in Tonga, yalomatua in Fiji, 
and wanawana in Kiribati (Huffer and Qalo 2004, 100). There are also 
related parallels in accepted ways of living in Fiji that lead to collective 
well-being or happiness, including “lying straight” (davo donu), which 
prescribes a life lived with respect for others, for ancestors, for God, 
and for nature (Tuwere 2002, 130, quoted in Huffer and Qalo 2004, 
96). Similarly, for the Kwara‘ae in Solomon Islands, gwaumauri‘anga or 
the good life is achieved by showing respect and being respected and by 
engaging in culturally appropriate and humanitarian activities (Gegeo 
1998, 299).
The sense of well-being stemming from the pursuit of the collective 
good is also evident in explorations of cultural differences in the construct 
of happiness. Although Pacific Island nations do not feature in the major 
cross-cultural studies of happiness (such as the World Happiness Report 
[Helliwell, Layard, and Sachs 2012] or the World Database of Happiness 
[Veenhoven 2015]),2 two studies specifically look at the constructions of 
happiness in the Pacific—one by Sean Moore, Heather Young-Leslie, and 
Carrie Lavis (2005) and another by Stephen Pratt, Scott McCabe, and 
Apisalome Movono (2016), in Tonga and Fiji, respectively. Each of these 
lends similar weight to the significance of the collective above the indi-
vidual. Spanning a combination of subjective and objective domains, these 
studies found that high levels of satisfaction were reflected in the fulfill-
ment of collective, social, and kinship obligations. For instance, the Fiji 
study compared levels of happiness in a village located in one of the main 
tourist areas with those in a traditional village dependent on the subsis-
tence economy. Despite the fact that the subsistence village scored lower 
on education, health, and living standards, over three-quarters of the resi-
dents of that village reported being “deeply happy” compared to less than 
a quarter of the tourism village (Pratt, McCabe, and Movono 2016, 31). 
The higher scores were predominantly reflected in the dimensions of time 
use, good governance, and community vitality—with a notable empha-
sis on the role of family. The study concluded that, “although villagers 
in the non-tourism village may be financially less well off, they claim 
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to be socially wealthier as they value kinship, traditions and fewer con-
cerns about money and material wealth” (Pratt, McCabe, and Movono 
2016, 33).
These examples provide evidence of the holistic notions of well-being 
and development that exist in the Pacific, encompassing both tangible and 
intangible dimensions. They also demonstrate that “human well-being” as 
an accepted universal human goal advanced by the United Nations (unga 
2011) has long been a collective endeavor in the Pacific Islands. As sug-
gested in the remainder of this article, this has significant consequences 
for mining and tourism companies seeking to support forms of local-
level community development through or in conjunction with company 
operations. 
Connecting Well-Being and Development in the Pacific 
The extent to which indigenous well-being and development concepts 
can support meaningful forms of development is an important question 
in relation to private-sector engagement in local-level development in the 
Pacific. Indeed, addressing this question may help to mitigate the hege-
mony of modernity. Des Gasper and Asuncion Lera St Clair have referred 
to modernity as an idea, a type of society, and a lived experience (2016). As 
these aspects of modernity reinforce each other, modernity acts to distance 
us from our “inferior past,” creating a “commercialized, industrialized, 
urbanized, individualized” society that assumes the associated discovery 
of the “secret to unending advance” (Gasper and St Clair 2016, xviii). The 
predominance of modernity at an international level can therefore hinder 
consideration and expression of alternative thought systems and eliminate 
the space to incorporate alternative ideas into the development initiatives 
of donors, nongovernmental organizations, and multilateral institutions 
(Huffer and Qalo 2004, 90, 95). 
Huffer and Qalo suggested that Pacific societies already have an under-
standing of what is needed to achieve well-being, and this understand-
ing is underpinned by culturally embedded philosophies and values that 
emphasize the collective good (2004). A number of narrative examples 
of the importance of local systems and processes in realizing well-being 
through community development provide illustrations of this. Litea Meo-
Sewabu and Wheturangi Walsh-Tapiata illustrated how external devel-
opment processes have undermined local well-being in Fiji by creating 
increased dependence on external resources and leading to the loss of local 
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skills (2012). Conversely, they showed that initiatives that build on exist-
ing community processes and that take into account practices of work-
ing collectively (solesolevaki) and prioritizing the collective good—for 
example, communal savings initiatives—are more likely to contribute to 
well-being. In each of these examples, the use of indigenous knowledge 
in practice is central to the expression of self-sufficiency and agency in 
locally designed and implemented initiatives aiming to increase well-being 
in the community. For instance, Michael Spann has observed how agricul-
tural practices in Malaita, Solomon Islands, are being improved through 
“embedding them in local specifics” to create practical development alter-
natives emphasizing “social values of exchange and local adaptations” 
(2018, 35, 57).
Too often, development principles that are introduced in the Pacific, such 
as human rights and good governance, lack meaning because they stand 
disconnected from established Pacific values relating to social justice and 
welfare for all (Huffer and Qalo 2004, 94). David W Gegeo, for example, 
asserted that development from the outside is often a form of disguised 
modernization. He noted that in traditional Kwara‘ae beliefs, “Anything 
done as liakwaimausuli‘anga ‘imitation’ of something else rather than 
talasau or talafuli ana ngwae ‘having its source in the doer,’ is ‘iri lalifu, 
that is, ‘lacks root and dignity,’ and is destined to fail” (1998, 297). Fur-
thermore, he suggested that participating in others’ external projects can 
lead to de-skilling and a loss of dignity; therefore, he advocated for the 
centralization of indigenous and local knowledge at the core of develop-
ment models in the Global South (Gegeo 1998, 289). Similarly, Tarcisius 
Kabutaulaka used the term “alter-natives” to describe ways in which Mel-
anesians are mobilizing through local political and economic processes to 
reclaim and redefine local representations and identities (2015).
In “Our Sea of Islands,” Epeli Hau‘ofa argued compellingly for devel-
opment to focus on the grassroots practices of ordinary people and local 
interpretations of community development, which are often overlooked, 
misinterpreted, or ignored by donors and consultants (1994, 148). Put 
differently, when introduced concepts and development projects are 
grounded in indigenous autonomy, and when they recognize that the 
“symbiotic relationship between the doer and the project means that a 
project becomes part of one’s life,” then external forms of development 
intervention may still be of use and considered locally meaningful (Gegeo 
1998, 308). With this in mind, this article presents two case studies from 
the Pacific, focusing on local understandings of well-being and develop-
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ment and how these intersect with the presence of international capital in 
each locality. 
Case Studies
The case studies explored in this article are part of a larger program of 
research examining Corporate Community Development activities in the 
Pacific (see Banks and others 2016; Scheyvens, Banks, and Hughes 2016). 
Given that the private sector has been recognized to hold an integral role 
in the promotion of development (unga 2015), the research program was 
premised on a need for more evidence of how corporations engage in com-
munity development, in order to better understand both the potential and 
risks associated with this. Mining and tourism were selected for investi-
gation as key industries in the Pacific. In Papua New Guinea, resource 
extraction and exploitation dominate the country’s export-oriented econ-
omy. Papua New Guinea is one of the world’s top twenty copper and gold 
producers, and in 2014 the export of minerals constituted 84.18 percent 
of total national export value (Ernst & Young Australia 2017, 6, 26). In 
Fiji, tourism is a key growth area: arrivals exceeded 800,000 for the first 
time in 2017 and are predicted to reach up to 1.2 million by 2027, with 
tourism and tourism-related employment and spending contributing 40.4 
percent of gross domestic product in 2016 (World Travel and Tourism 
Council 2017, 1). Even though these industries remain categorically dif-
ferent from each other in their nature, scale, and impacts, both large-scale 
tourism and mining operations are commonly rationalized and premised 
on their potential to contribute to local development (Telfer and Sharpley 
2008; World Bank 2009, 2013; Weber-Fahr 2002). Thus, the central ques-
tion driving the research program was, “Do the community development 
initiatives of mining and tourism corporations operating in the Pacific 
bring about locally meaningful development?”3
The case studies outlined here are drawn from two different PhD research 
projects within this research program. While the respective PhD projects 
progressed independently and were not intended to be directly compara-
tive in nature, when read in conjunction, they help cultivate a more com-
prehensive understanding of the role of corporate support for community 
development in the Pacific. Case Study One explores the notions of well-
being and development as they relate to gutpela sindaun in the two island 
communities of Lihir and Simberi, located off the northeast coast of New 
Ireland Province, Papua New Guinea. Both of these communities have been 
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impacted by large-scale open-pit gold mining activity undertaken by two 
different mining companies. Lihir Island (also known as Niolam Island) is 
the largest island of the Lihir group, which consists of Niolam, Masahet, 
Mahur, and Mali islands. Lihir’s gold deposit is thought to be one of the 
largest in the world, and in 2015 the Lihir gold mine produced 688,714 
ounces of gold (Newcrest 2015). The somewhat smaller Simberi gold mine 
is reported to have been running at its target production rate of 100,000 
ounces of gold per year since March 2015 (St Barbara Limited 2015, ii). 
Located approximately sixty kilometers northwest of Lihir, Simberi is the 
northernmost island of the Tabar group, which encompasses the islands of 
Simberi, Tatau, and Big Tabar. Case Study Two explores the idea of bula 
taucoko (well-being) in villages in two tourist locations in Fiji, one on the 
Coral Coast on the south shore of the island of Viti Levu and the other 
adjacent to Denarau Island, on Viti Levu’s west coast. The tourist destina-
tion of Denarau Island houses nine internationally owned resorts, which 
receive 50 percent of tourist arrivals to Fiji (Bernard and Cook 2015). The 
Coral Coast is the second-largest tourist destination in Fiji, accounting for 
18 percent of the country’s visitors (Movono, Pratt, and Harrison 2015, 
103). Landowners in the case study villages of Narewa and Nakavu in 
Nadi, near Denarau, and Cuvu on the Coral Coast receive lease money 
from the hotels along with benefits such as preferential employment and 
business opportunities. 
In each of the four research communities, researchers used a combina-
tion of semi-structured interviews and group discussions with commu-
nity members, including mining/resort lease-area landowners and non-
landowners, to identify the themes central to this discussion. In Fiji, a 
total of thirty interviews and group discussions with community members 
were undertaken across a four-month period in 2014. Research findings 
locate the discussion of well-being within an understanding of traditional 
iTaukei (Indigenous Fijian) culture and values, which in turn shape vil-
lage priorities for development. Villagers were asked to describe what 
well-being meant to them, including physical, spiritual, emotional, and 
economic aspects of well-being, or how they would describe “a good 
life.” While well-being in the Fijian context has elsewhere been defined 
as “sautu” (Nabobo-Baba 2006), participants in this study all used the 
term “bula taucoko” to describe well-being. The same term is also used 
by Meo- Sewabu to describe well-being (2015), and it is the definition used 
in this article. In Papua New Guinea, research was also undertaken in 
2014 across a four-month period and included more than sixty interviews 
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as well as group discussions. Here, an attempt to understand the notion 
of locally meaningful development was informed by the research partici-
pants’ ideas and values related to the concept of “community develop-
ment” and the idea of “gutpela sindaun,” which is the Tok Pisin phrase 
used in Papua New Guinea to signify the existence of a good quality of 
life (Jacka 2007).
Across the case study areas, localized understandings of meaningful 
development encompass both tangible and intangible components, reflect 
the holistic nature of well-being, and reiterate the importance of the collec-
tive good. As discussed in the next sections, they also commonly echo the 
presence and impact of the private sector, emphasize community expecta-
tions for development-based forms of corporate reciprocity, and charac-
teristically convey a hope for more equitable forms of company-derived 
benefit distribution.
Case Study One: Gutpela Sindaun and Community 
Development in New Ireland Province,  
Papua New Guinea
Understanding Gutpela Sindaun
Gutpela sindaun literally means “sitting down well” and implies the exis-
tence of a good life (Stewart and Strathern 2000) and therefore a good qual-
ity of life (Jacka 2007). It is a socially and politically significant phrase in 
Papua New Guinea, often used to describe “what it means to be an effec-
tive community or society, as those who ‘sit down well’ are able to be still 
and stable in the company of others; it implies a good state of being” (Gil-
lespie 2013, 181). References in theological literature further suggest that 
gutpela sindaun signals the abundant life for which Papua New Guineans 
strive (Kero 1998; Wani 2010). According to Gibson Wani, this abundant 
life is a life of “harmony, peace, unity, social justice, wholeness, restora-
tion, freedom, security, plenitude, and release from oppression,” which 
only becomes possible “when things are right” (2010, 89). When things 
are right, the material indications of gutpela sindaun for a community 
might include, for example, the absence of sickness, gardens producing 
ample food, and the existence of healthy livestock (Kero 1998, 60). Gut-
pela sindaun has therefore been described as denoting being “healthy,” 
encompassing a collective understanding of health that includes “security, 
health, wealth, growth, prestige, good relationships, meaning, etc.” (Ora-
thinkal and Vansteenwegen 2004, 149).
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On Simberi and Lihir, there is significant consistency among local inter-
pretations of gutpela sindaun. Not only is it understood to reference healthy 
living, happiness, and physical health within the family and the community 
at the present, but it is also largely understood as being an expression of 
community health over time. It is a term used to refer to internal commu-
nity well-being as well as peaceful living by the family and is also under-
stood by many to signify an improved state of being—a state that was 
commonly hoped would flow from mining. As one interviewee put it: 
Gutpela sindaun is something that should be part of community develop-
ment. It means to help the young people to grow up and know [the difference] 
between good things and bad things. Giving youth opportunities to take part 
in mining, to make then know the good things and bad things about develop-
ment. . . . When the Company finish, then they [the youth] should know what 
next. But now I don’t see anything like this. (Male landowner outside the min-
ing lease area, Lihir Island, PNG) 
Within the research context, gutpela sindaun is a term that, by default, 
becomes linked to development as well as to mining and the uncertainty 
of the post-mining future for each Island community. 
Well-Being as Gutpela Sindaun and Development
Community development is development that must result in gutpela sindaun. 
(Male lease-area landowner, Lihir Island, PNG) 
While development is an introduced concept in Papua New Guinea, gut-
pela sindaun has come to be closely related to, and even conflated with, 
understandings of community development. Similar to gutpela sindaun, 
community development is associated with the idea of better living and 
healthy relationships. However, although research participants often 
described the qualitative scope of gutpela sindaun, it was the material 
dimension of community development and its connection to mining 
operations that was most commonly emphasized. The material aspects 
of community development identified include improved housing, health, 
education, water supply, transport infrastructure, and, more broadly, the 
infrastructure that would support all of these development goals. While 
some landowners also considered self-reliance, community-level empow-
erment, and the associated development of knowledge to be important 
aspects of community development, most emphasized the significance 
of social and infrastructural development that could be of benefit to the 
wider community as a whole. 
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Understandings of gutpela sindaun and community development thus 
highlight the relational dynamic between well-being and development 
within the case study context. A connection exists between experiences of 
gutpela sindaun, aspirations for local-level development, and the expec-
tation of development benefits stemming from mining. Gutpela sindaun 
provides a holistic framing for community development in which a col-
lective sense of improved health and an enhanced quality of life are the 
foci. Accordingly, the material components of community development 
that are significant at the local level—such as housing, health care, road 
building, and general infrastructural development—dissolve into people’s 
aspirations for gutpela sindaun. In other words, community development 
can generally be understood as being a form of development that must 
necessarily result in gutpela sindaun.
Well-Being, Development, and Mining
Locally significant well-being and development values such as reciprocity 
can be understood to be an expression of place that reflects the signifi-
cance of mining operations for landowners. For example, well-being and 
development aspirations for improved community health, road building, 
housing development, electricity, and water supply and reticulation con-
nect back to the benefits that landowners had hoped (and still may hope) 
to derive from mining operations. Aspirations also commonly connect to 
the content of mining community development and benefit-sharing agree-
ments negotiated with customary landowners on each island, as well as 
the heightened landowner expectations that arose as a consequence of 
these agreements and as a result of the arrival of mining more generally. 
Kastom and the associated importance of the values of reciprocity and 
redress for local communities further reinforce the association between 
landowners’ understandings of well-being and expectations of mining 
operations.4 The connection between local understandings of gutpela 
sindaun and community expectations on the one hand and hopes that 
mining operations will act as a catalyst for development on the other 
accordingly reflects the significance of mining operations to landowners 
as well as the significance of the adverse social and environmental impacts 
of large-scale mining. 
While people have clear aspirations for well-being and development, 
aspirations nevertheless often fail to align with what people anticipate for 
their future. A range of community well-being concerns consequently exist 
on Simberi and Lihir, and just as community well-being aspirations reflect 
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the impact of mining, so too do these concerns. These concerns are pri-
marily based on unease over the general lack of island-wide development, 
worry about the potential constraints of future post-mining livelihood 
opportunities for those who have lost their land to mining, and anxiety 
over the consequences and extent of mining-derived environmental dam-
age, as expressed by one interviewee: 
Community development is what the community must have. The damage has 
been done, and now community development must occur and bring about 
change because of these mining operations. (Male landowner outside the min-
ing lease area, Simberi Island, PNG) 
On Simberi Island, for example, experiences of environmental damage 
dominate well-being concerns across the island, and interviewees often 
stressed the significance of environmental well-being in relation to human 
well-being and the need for company-initiated community development. 
Numerous landowners in this study drew on the pre-mining past as a ref-
erence for visualizing a utopian model for the post-mining future, express-
ing the desire for an environmental future like it was before mining, “like 
it was in the first place,” with its mountains and rivers intact and “as God 
created it.” Concern over the loss of natural resources (including areas 
of land and sea) as a consequence of mining also underlies well-being 
and development concerns held by lease-area landowners on Lihir Island. 
With the availability of environmental resources being connected to qual-
ity of life by landowners, here a loss of community-level gutpela sindaun 
has been attributed to the loss of natural resources.
Case Study Two: Bula Taucoko in Fiji 
Understanding Bula Taucoko 
The concept of well-being among indigenous Fijians, defined as na bula 
taucoko or taucoko na bula, is underpinned by the ethos of sharing and 
helping. One villager explained the core Fijian value of “sharing and car-
ing” as “veivukei” and said that when people talk about doing things 
“from the good heart” or “with a big heart,” this is “yalo vinaka.” This 
is about giving all your heart to help: “We can’t walk past a house when 
they need something. We are all related. When there’s no salt, we go to the 
next house and kerekere [borrow].” Bula taucoko is described as a com-
bination of physical, spiritual, and emotional well-being or completeness: 
taucoko translates literally as “completeness” and “bula” as life. Another 
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villager described the state of bula taucoko as “everything is ok,” that is, 
all essential needs are met. Sitting at her kitchen table, she used a new jar 
of chutney she had just purchased to illustrate: the jar is full right to the 
top, nothing is missing. At a village level, she noted, this involves being 
able to meet communal needs: 
We can meet all the village needs so everything will be taucoko, everything 
will be “set.” Everyone has a good house with a toilet, bathroom, we have 
a community hall in the village. Everyone stays in a healthy place, a healthy 
environment. And life will be taucoko. (Female landowner, Cuvu village, Fiji) 
The idea of bula taucoko is also connected to agency and the ability to 
make decisions at both an individual and at a collective level. As described 
by one man:
A complete life. A house, food, a job, the kids at school. A feeling of satis-
faction that you have everything. There’s no asking from the government or 
anyone else. We can depend on ourselves. (Male landowner, community leader, 
Narewa village, Fiji) 
Two examples illustrate this idea of agency and self-sufficiency. In Cuvu 
village, the current source of water is a government reservoir, but village 
elders explained that water bills were increasingly high. A drilling com-
pany had carried out a scoping investigation for the village and identified 
two water basins. If the village can fund the drilling of boreholes, they 
will then have control of their own water. The capacity to become self-
sufficient and provide their own supply of water for the village was identi-
fied as contributing to bula taucoko. The second example is from Narewa 
village, which floods every rainy season, making sections of the village 
impassable. This is a particular problem for the school children, who 
then have to walk home along the main road rather than coming directly 
through the village. Through a soli (fund-raising), the village together was 
able to raise f$30,000 toward the construction of footpaths; however, the 
construction company quoted f$100,000 to complete the work (in 2014, 
f$1,000 was the equivalent of about us$520). The village head explained 
that they decided to complete the construction work themselves. The men 
laid the footpaths while the women prepared the food. Such activities were 
also identified as contributing to bula taucoko. The village head went on 
to explain what this means:
It has to come from within—accept what we have, work with the things that 
we have and look for resources, assistance readily available. It doesn’t have 
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to be government—it can be a neighbor, church. In the village we have a very 
strong foundation of getting that done by working together. We work together, 
use our land and resources and at the same time enjoy life! (Male landowner, 
community leader, Narewa village, Fiji) 
Participants also described the link between sautu and bula taucoko, defin-
ing sautu as a completeness of needs, or even abundance, particularly with 
regard to natural resources. One discussion identified this abundance as 
the foundation of well-being or bula taucoko:
a: Sautu is peaceful, complete. You have a garden and everything is there, you 
just go and pull up the cassava, the bele [Fijian spinach] . . .
j: When we have lots of food and the soil bears lots of food we say it is “sautu.”
a: And that becomes taucoko. From the sautu, everything is there, you 
[achieve] taucoko ni bula. So life will be ok. (Focus group, nonlandowners)
Well-Being and Community Development
Fiji village priorities for community development are embedded in the 
vanua values of sharing, reciprocity, and respect for customary obliga-
tions and kinship relationships, all of which are closely connected to the 
specifics of place. The vanua can be translated as “a people, their chief, 
their defined territory, their waterways or fishing grounds, their envi-
ronment, their spirituality, their history, their epistemology and culture” 
(Nabobo-Baba 2006, 155). It is of physical, social, and spiritual signifi-
cance, encompassing the physical area, social systems, and cultural val-
ues. Priorities parallel the components of bula taucoko, including material 
needs, such as the ability to sustain the village by means of income and 
access to resources, alongside intangible elements, such as the ability to 
fulfill communal and customary obligations and practice reciprocity.
Material needs include having the means to provide for the village as a 
whole, achieved through access to plantations, fishing grounds, and per-
haps a piggery along with sources of employment to ensure that finan-
cial needs are also covered. Provision of services and facilities includes 
building concrete houses—identified as a priority for villages as they are 
more resistant to cyclones and flooding; having sufficient housing to avoid 
overcrowding; and furnishing each house with a bathroom and water sup-
ply. Priorities also include ensuring access to education for the younger 
generation to enable them to secure employment. This in turn supports the 
ability of the village to be self-sufficient and exercise self-determination. 
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Intangible priorities include having the means to practice reciprocity and 
help others in the village. This encompasses meeting cultural and religious 
obligations, including maintaining churches as well as burial grounds and 
paying respect to ancestors. Priorities also involve ensuring that there is 
a place to meet (for example, a community hall); being in a position to 
contribute to family and village requests for assistance; and participating 
in village development projects. The concept of well-being and a focus on 
meeting collective needs connects the tangible and intangible priorities, 
underpinned by vanua values. These priorities are expressed in terms of 
meeting vanua values, even when in practice they may not necessarily be 
realized in this way. 
Well-Being, Development, and Tourism
In both Fiji locations, the tourism industry has had a significant impact on 
communities. Within the landowner villages in each location, more than 
half of the adults had at some point been employed by one of the hotels, 
either directly (in a range of roles from housekeeping to management) or 
indirectly (for example, as a taxi driver or babysitter). The income from 
employment, lease money, and provision of entertainment and village 
tours plays an important role in fulfilling the village priorities identified in 
the previous section. 
Village projects are resourced and implemented through communal 
contributions. Each village or mataqali (subclan) holds an annual soli at 
which everyone gathers together, along with family and friends from out-
side the village as well as village members who have moved away. Cus-
tomary protocols observed at community gatherings include prayer and 
the provision of food, kava, and entertainment. A donation is requested 
from each individual, with the amount given recorded in keeping with 
reciprocity protocols. Projects are undertaken collectively. Referred to as 
solesolevaki (Meo-Sewabu and Walsh-Tapiata 2012), this means to work 
together to achieve a purpose. In this way, community halls are built, foot-
paths laid, churches painted, and roofs thatched. In tourist villages, lease 
money and employment enable more significant financial contributions 
to be made; the resulting size and scope of village projects are therefore 
intimately connected to the corporations leasing village land. 
International resorts are seen to provide a resource to support village-
level development, and there is a clear expectation that hotel leases will 
result in greater capacity to realize community development plans. Par-
ticipants in the study articulated expectations for the presence of tourism 
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to result in improved material development for the village as a whole. Yet 
increased income in landowning villages can also lead to discord as vil-
lagers allocate their income to household needs rather than community 
development. As one villager expressed it: 
The trustees [of the lease money] ask if we can put the lease money in the 
bank for development. But now people say they want the money. Some are not 
working—they need it for sugar, flour, tea. (Female landowner and community 
leader, Nadi, Fiji) 
Furthermore, the inequality in prospects for achieving material devel-
opment by landowner and nonlandowner villages can be seen in the 
goals they identify. In landowner villages, objectives include the con-
struction of concrete houses, while neighboring nonlandowner villages 
might aim just to ensure that each house has a flush toilet. Villages in 
receipt of lease money are able to use funds to carry out more ambitious 
community-development projects over a short term, for example, open-
ing a dispensary or village resource center with study space and sew-
ing facilities. In comparison, a neighboring nonlandowner village took 
thirty years to raise sufficient funds to complete their community hall. 
It is evident that in landowning villages, priorities for development and 
achieving bula taucoko are closely connected to the possibilities offered 
by tourism. Importantly, however, hopes for tourism to contribute to 
community well-being were also expressed in nonlandowning villages 
near the hotels. Based on the indigenous values of reciprocity and priori-
tizing the collective good, the presence of international hotels on indig-
enous-owned land is expected locally to generate benefits for the whole 
community.
Hotels do also generate wider benefits, for example, through Corporate 
Social Responsibility projects that allocate resources to the local school or 
kindergarten serving a number of villages. However, village development 
initiatives such as constructing a community hall are determined wholly 
through village processes and are premised on vanua values, whereas 
projects determined by the hotels are carried out independently of vil-
lage development processes. A csr focus on provision of services can also 
overlook the importance of the intangible elements integral to commu-
nity well-being, such as reciprocity, and result in a disconnection between 
corporate and community approaches to development. While community 
needs do include a focus on material demands for improved education and 
health care, this is an incomplete picture. Community goals also include 
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the ability to satisfy collective needs (rather than individual needs), sup-
port practices of sharing and gathering, sustain cultural practices, meet 
cultural obligations, and enable group self-sufficiency. Solesolevaki means 
the practice of jointly working together to achieve a purpose; the essence 
of well-being is rooted in this coming together to attain well-being for the 
collective. Gaining an income and achieving good education and health 
are therefore not ends in themselves but serve as means toward achieving 
bula taucoko for the whole community. 
Well-Being, Development, and International Capital 
The case studies discussed here demonstrate the confluence of develop-
ment issues in both countries, despite the wide variance in the nature of 
the industries and the levels of development in each of the communities. 
The presence of multinational corporations has permanently altered the 
landscape in each community, affecting access to and use of land and hav-
ing impacts on the natural environment and natural resource availability. 
At the same time, both mining and tourism offer possibilities for increased 
income generation and raise expectations for improved infrastructure and 
tangible improvements in livelihoods.
Across the case studies, there are significant similarities in how well-
being is conceptualized and how it is understood in the context of inter-
national capital. As illustrated in table 1, the material and intangible 
dimensions of well-being connect to and are partially informed by the 
presence of tourism and mining. Thus the existence of mining and tour-
ism is infused with locally held well-being values. This, in turn, illustrates 
how tourism and mining operations exist to shape aspects of place, which 
provide form and expression to understandings of well-being (see Atkin-
son, Fuller, and Painter 2012; McGregor 2007). While there are differ-
ences in understandings of well-being in the two countries, material and 
intangible components of both focus on the well-being of the collective. 
As contextualized in the case study narratives above, forms of develop-
ment can generally be deemed to be locally meaningful if they deliver both 
tangible and intangible benefits, that is, provide material support that is 
culturally embedded and also advance living standards for the community 
as a whole. 
We argue that there is a need to focus on such community concep-
tions of well-being and development in the context of multinational capi-
Table 1 Connecting Development, Well-Being, and International Capital  
in the Pacific
Dimension  Mining Case Study Context Tourism Case Study 
of Well-Being  (Papua New Guinea)  Context (Fiji)
Material/Tangible 
Intangible (Spiritual/ 
Psychological/ 
Social/Cultural)
Longer-term human well-
being and livelihood concerns 
encompass economic consid-
erations connected to mining. 
The distribution of economic 
mining benefits, and the access 
to these benefits, can support 
both the realization of family- 
and community-level gutpela 
sindaun and local-level (com-
munity) development. 
Other tangible components 
of well-being that are linked 
to mining include potential 
 benefits to community infra-
structure such as housing, 
roads, and electricity supply.
Secure and sustainable liveli-
hoods are generated through 
gaining employment in the 
hotels and through land-lease 
money. This allows the devel-
opment of housing and other 
 community development proj-
ects for the village in addition 
to meeting customary financial 
obligations, which are all part 
of bula taucoko.
Other tangible components of 
well-being linked to tourism 
include support for education 
and health, such as infrastruc-
ture and resources for kinder-
gartens, schools, and hospitals.
Healthy living and peace within 
the family and community 
inform experiences of gutpela 
sindaun. Healthy living includes 
psychological well-being, which 
connects to environmental and 
human security considerations 
relevant to human survival 
and community subsistence. 
The existence of peace and 
harmony in the community 
underpins local understandings 
of the good life. As attributes 
of gutpela sindaun, these social 
dimensions of well-being inter-
connect with the material and 
psychological dimensions of 
well-being and development. 
Although the financial benefits 
from mining (including lease 
money, compensation pay-
ments, and wages) can support 
livelihoods and flow back into 
kastom, they can also be a 
source of tension in the com-
munity and disrupt and inhibit 
the manifestation of gutpela 
sindaun.
Practicing a peaceful life in 
the community and maintain-
ing religious practices and 
customary obligations are core 
elements of bula taucoko. Social 
and cultural well-being results 
from living harmoniously in 
the village according to the 
vanua values and also leads 
to spiritual and psychological 
well-being for the community 
as a whole. Respecting vanua 
values includes practicing reci-
procity and working together 
 (solesolevaki) to meet custom-
ary obligations, in this way 
connecting with the economic 
or  material dimension of well-
being. 
The financial benefits derived 
from tourism, including lease 
money and wages, are used to 
contribute to meeting custom-
ary obligations but can also 
undermine collective ways of 
working.
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tal in order to establish a more nuanced appreciation of the intersections 
between these ideas. Traditionally, well-being in many Pacific cultures is 
a collective concept. It is often viewed as the ability to provide for the 
benefit of everyone in that community rather than for individuals. Social, 
cultural, and spiritual well-being is cultivated through the coexistence of 
formal and informal systems that meet indigenous goals of well-being 
for the whole. While such a collective, egalitarian focus clearly differs 
from a Western perspective, it is consistent with the understanding in 
Pacific communities that there is a need to share wealth to provide for the 
collective good. 
Yet in the current context there can sometimes be more to gain, eco-
nomically and otherwise, by focusing on individual benefits, particularly 
in the context of large-scale development. Within the case study areas, the 
arrival of multinational corporations has led to heightened expectations 
for opportunities to fulfill community aspirations for development but 
has also increased the adoption of more individualistic practices, resulting 
in tensions at the community level. In Fiji, for example, there is evidence 
that customary decision-making processes are now increasingly influenced 
by individual priorities. Although until 2011 the division of tourism lease 
money was the responsibility of chiefs, with a percentage set aside for 
heads of mataqali and yavusa (clan) based on customary hierarchy, the 
Equal Rent Distribution Policy implemented by the Fiji government in 
2014 means that lease money is now shared equally between all registered 
landowners. While the mataqali still retain the capacity to agree on retain-
ing a portion of the money for communal development projects, some 
members of the community are beginning to resist this and exert their 
right to the money for individual needs. Similarly, in Papua New Guinea, 
the egalitarian ideal of unity and the influence of individual autonomy 
are continually being negotiated (Barker 2007). As observed by Nicho-
las Bainton on Lihir Island (2009), traditional notions of egalitarianism, 
reciprocity, and obligation are changing as more individualistic forms 
of behavior influence the sharing of mining-derived benefits. While the 
economic benefits of large-scale mining activity have the potential to be 
extensively drawn on through kinship networks, Bainton has found that 
landowners are instead purposefully circumscribing their social networks 
in an attempt to limit the distribution of mining benefits across the island 
community (Bainton 2009, 2010).
It is also apparent that the allocation and distribution of benefits from 
both mining and tourism is essentially a political process, informing, in 
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part, who is included and excluded from the receipt of development bene-
fits. The landowner well-being and development concerns identified above 
link community well-being—or its absence—to the inclusion or exclusion 
of company benefits. For example, the community development oppor-
tunities offered by increased income levels in landowning villages in Fiji, 
or by the provision of compensation for mine-affected villages in Papua 
New Guinea, create further disparities in income levels and the extent of 
community development opportunities that exist across lease and non-
lease landowner areas. Thus, the existence of multinational capital offers 
opportunities to advance community aspirations for well-being and devel-
opment, but at the same time it can undermine the collective foundation 
of achieving well-being for the whole. Issues of transparency and account-
ability between the company and community, and within the community, 
therefore surface as important to local well-being and development con-
siderations. In this sense, multinational activity such as large-scale mining 
and tourism operations can be seen as both the potential solution to com-
munity development problems and the source of potentially unforeseen 
development issues.
Development Disjunctures
In both cases, there are clear instances of disjunctures between commu-
nity development expectations and reality. Both landowning and nonland-
owning communities expressed dissatisfaction with the material develop-
ment resulting from the presence of the hotels and mines. Interviewees 
from Fiji and Papua New Guinea, respectively, noted such attitudes: 
You look at the hotels—how many, 8?—and this [village] should be in top liv-
ing conditions, better houses, a tar-sealed road. It’s not happening. You have 
to ask, why is that? We can see Denarau from here, the lights. It’s like it is 100 
miles away. We are talking about development, the conditions here. (Male 
landowner, Nadi, Fiji) 
The first gold production was in 2008, it’s now over 6 years. . . . This is a small 
island, the Simberi population is less than 1,000, and by now we should have 
permanent houses, a better toilet system and water supply system. That’s what 
I’m referring to as development. (Male lease-area landowner, Simberi Island, 
PNG) 
At the same time, there is also the expectation that the presence of the 
companies will meet local perceptions of well-being beyond a material 
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focus in landowning areas, that is, that the company’s presence should 
lead to improved quality of life for the collective. In the PNG case study 
communities, the idea of community development goes beyond the sim-
plistic notion of linear forms of societal advancement. Landowners view 
quality of life “advancement” as necessarily being culturally embedded 
and as being supportive of gutpela sindaun. It must also support the 
advancement of living standards beyond the elite minority, to encompass 
the island community as a majority. Similarly, within the Fijian case study 
communities, due to the village social structure that supports all members 
of the community, the economic benefits from tourism are seen as serving 
a defined purpose: to meet the basic needs of the village as a whole, rather 
than be used to accumulate individual wealth. As iTaukei communities 
seek to live vakavanua (according to the way of the land), this is also what 
frames and permeates daily life, longer-term goals, and future aspirations. 
Fulfilling community development goals and achieving well-being or bula 
taucoko results from living in this way.
A further disjuncture can be identified between the development values 
as held by landowners and the scope of mining and tourism company 
community development support. This disjuncture is directly linked to 
the social importance of the good of the collective and is expressed by 
landowners in the case study communities as the expectation for reciproc-
ity. For example, the dynamic connection that exists between landowner 
understandings of well-being, development, and mining in PNG case study 
communities, reflects, in part, the need for corporate-community reciproc-
ity and, in varying instances, the need for socio-environmental remedia-
tion. As one interviewee stated: 
It was a Clan understanding of reciprocity, solidified through Kastom, that 
enabled the mine to come, because the community expected to receive in 
return. (Male lease-area landowner, Lihir Island, PNG)
On Lihir and Simberi, in both lease area and non-lease areas, mining 
companies are deemed by landowners to hold a central role in the ful-
fillment of local landowner development aspirations. Yet due to the dis-
juncture between the desires for development and the reality in which 
people live, hope for development remains marred by frustration and 
disappointment with respect to the current forms of mining company–
community development initiatives and the limited scope of the tangible 
development benefits that eventuate from them. In certain instances, the 
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extent of environmental damage caused by large-scale mining operations 
further reinforces the desire for corporate reciprocity in the form of com-
munity development intervention and community well-being and devel-
opment support.
Reflecting on the core value of reciprocity to Fijian understandings 
of well-being can help to explain the difference in development values 
between villages and tourism companies. The expectation for reciprocity 
is evident in the following expression of Fijian expectations of hotels:
We are part of the hotel. We work for the hotel, the tourists come here. The 
gm [General Manager] should visit the village, come down and hear from the 
community. (Male nonlandowners, Coral Coast, Fiji) 
However, it was apparent that the values of reciprocity and collectivity 
demonstrated through community-led projects are not visible in corpo-
rate-led community development projects in Fiji. There is a disconnec-
tion between corporate-led development projects and the multifaceted and 
largely self-sufficient community development processes, which aim to ele-
vate community well-being for the whole. Community-led processes not 
only result in community halls, footpaths, kindergartens, village events, 
and ongoing village maintenance but also support community well-being 
through fostering communal values of reciprocity and obligation. Thus, 
it is critical that companies appreciate the collective and self-sufficient 
imperative underlying the state of well-being in order to support commu-
nity priorities and goals in a sustainable way.5 
Significant differences between the two contexts are also evident. In 
Papua New Guinea, the focus on compensation for lost land and  damage 
to the environment, together with formal community development and 
benefit-sharing agreements established between mining companies and 
host communities, results in an emphasis on the responsibility of compa-
nies to intervene to deliver development and to compensate for the dam-
age caused. Expectations for community development exist alongside 
legal requirements for compensation for the loss of land or environmental 
damage. Compensation benefits and development benefits are therefore 
considered to be theoretically separate but become practically intertwined 
matters, as reported by one interviewee: 
At first we thought that the benefits that the mine were offering us, includ-
ing relocation benefits, would provide us with an alternative form of gutpela 
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sindaun, but later we realized that these benefits were not enough. (Female 
lease-area landowner, Lihir Island, PNG)
In contrast, in Fiji there is a greater sense of entitlement to a share of the 
resources from the leased land in order for communities to be able to 
determine their own development pathways. In Fiji, rather than seek an 
increase in hotel-driven assistance, some community members expressed 
a preference for access to a larger share of the financial resources. Com-
munity leaders in Narewa village voiced a desire for greater income from 
lease payments in order to advance community development according to 
their own priorities: 
Our main concern is a better income [from lease money]. Once you have an 
income from your resource, you’ll have better development. (Male elder and 
landowner, Narewa village, Fiji) 
In both contexts, it is important to acknowledge the ambivalences and 
uncertainties that underlie discussions of community well-being in the 
context of the presence of international capital in the Pacific. As com-
munities are not static or homogenous, inflating the idea of a single com-
munity can be problematic for companies seeking to promote local forms 
of well-being. In tourism communities in Fiji, for example, hierarchies of 
decision making within communities and differential access to resources 
and opportunities between landowning and nonlandowning villages have 
the ability to create or exacerbate tensions at a broader community level 
(Hughes 2016). Tourism operations therefore inevitably affect decision-
making at the level of the mataqali, village, and district, fueling divisions 
between as well as within villages, being referred to by a former project 
officer at one nongovernmental organization as “conflicts within con-
flicts.” Likewise, in Papua New Guinea, when mining companies treat 
dynamic and ever-changing social groups as fixed entities, they fail to 
recognize the complexity of social relationships and thereby increase the 
chance of project failure (Jacka 2015). 
Importantly, within both case study communities, there appears to be 
no clearly delineated community opposition to either mining or tour-
ism; in fact, the industries are generally welcomed as opportunities to 
advance community development and fulfill community expectations of 
well-being. But, while disenchantment characterizes the perceptions of all 
four communities, hope remains that companies will begin to govern their 
operations in a manner that prioritizes local aspirations for well-being and 
development.
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Conclusion: Opportunities for the Promotion 
of Meaningful Development
Although multinational operations have the potential to benefit commu-
nities in the Pacific, they can also disrupt local values and principles and 
lead to more individualized practices, ultimately having negative impacts 
on community well-being. This article illustrates two specific cases of this, 
highlighting the disjunctures between indigenous perceptions of the good 
life in Fiji and Papua New Guinea and experiences of “development” 
associated with large-scale mining and tourism operations. Yet the gap 
between the aspirations for community well-being and development and 
their fulfillment is also the space where opportunities exist to advance 
meaningful forms of development. How can this be achieved? We believe 
that if multinational companies genuinely seek to support locally mean-
ingful forms of human development, they must find points of connection 
with indigenous values of well-being and development.
Further, locally premised indigenous values and relations can provide a 
vital form of protection for communities, as Steven Ratuva noted: “Socio-
cultural relations specific to semi-subsistence economies such as those in 
the small Pacific Island states are still important in providing the social 
protection mechanisms that are necessary in responding to social risks” 
(2010, 40).
Ratuva made the point that those within Pacific Island communities 
who are excluded from the benefits of economic development continue to 
rely on traditional relationships that act to “protect people from condi-
tions that are beyond their control” (2010, 43). Related to our argument, 
Ratuva emphasized that reliance on traditional social networks is not nec-
essarily inconsistent with the desire for economic development, but rather, 
that they can act as a complementary set of social protection measures to 
support communities. Connecting indigenous well-being values with pri-
vate sector–led development initiatives therefore exists as an opportunity 
for all multinational companies seeking to support meaningful forms of 
development within the Pacific. 
We argue that recognizing the value of the collective good to indigenous 
communities must be a key component of any form of community devel-
opment intervention. After all, at the core of notions of collective well-
being in the Pacific is the ability to work together for the common good, 
to share burdens and responsibilities as well as benefits. The disruption of 
collective well-being can both increase the level of individual uncertainty 
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and decrease the level of collective security for those excluded from the 
benefits of international capital. Consequently, embedding forms of cor-
porate development intervention within local culture in a manner that 
recognizes intangible well-being values, such as the value of reciprocity, 
can support people to navigate the dynamic pressures present within their 
communities.
In the context of large-scale mining and tourism operations, where 
economic, cultural, and environmental change can alter and has altered 
the social fabric of indigenous communities, we believe that the forms of 
external community development support with the greatest potential are 
those with an understanding of local development values. This key find-
ing is also likely to have relevance for relationships between international 
capital and communities elsewhere, particularly where corporations are 
located on indigenous lands and contributions to community development 
are expected by communities and company stakeholders. If we are correct, 
the success of externally driven corporate community development hinges 
on its ability to bridge corporate development practices and indigenous 
development values in order to lead to locally meaningful human develop-
ment outcomes.
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Notes
1 Filer 1990, 1997; Ashley and Haysom 2006; Kirsch 2006; West 2006; 
Kepore and Imbun 2011; Banks and others 2013; Coles, Fenclova, and Dinan 
2013; Koutra 2013; Golub 2014; Bradly 2015; Jacka 2015; Banks and others 
2016; Hughes 2016; Kuir-Ayius 2016. 
2 The 2006 Happy Planet Index, however, did include Pacific Island nations, 
with Vanuatu ranked as the happiest country, and Island nations in general rank-
ing highly (New Economics Foundation 2006, 3, 30).
3 The research program was led by Professors Regina Scheyvens and Glenn 
Banks at the Institute of Development Studies, Massey University, and funded by 
the Royal Society of New Zealand from 2013 to 2016.
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4 “Kastom” is a Tok Pisin term that is akin to the terms “ritual” (Gillespie 
2013) or “tradition” (Otto and Pedersen 2005). 
5 There is some effort by intermediary organizations to bridge the discon-
nection between company and community priorities, for example, the Fiji-based 
nongovernmental organization Rise Beyond the Reef (Hughes 2016, 193–195). 
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Abstract
This article examines examples of indigenous conceptions of well-being and 
locally meaningful forms of community development in the Pacific and considers 
how these coincide, or collide, with development driven by the private sector. The 
focus is on indigenous communities who live in the vicinity of large multinational 
corporations, using case studies from Papua New Guinea and Fiji. We investigate 
how communities’ perceptions of well-being intersect with the concept of devel-
opment as it emanates from the private sector. In order to do this, we explore 
how communities perceive well-being, what materializes as being significant to its 
achievement, and what this means in the presence of international capital. Ulti-
mately the purpose of investigating these concepts is to establish a point of refer-
ence for considering the effectiveness and value of corporate community develop-
ment intervention from a community perspective. 
keywords: well-being, community development, mining, tourism, the good life, 
Fiji, Papua New Guinea
